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Memory built-in self-test (BIST) is a widely used technique to allow the
self-test and self-checking of the embedded memories on chips after the
fabrication process. It can be used by implementing a standard testing
algorithm available in the EDA tool library or a user-defined algorithm
(UDA). This paper presents the development of software that automatically
generates a description file of a UDA to be deployed for memory BIST
circuit implementation using Tessent memory BIST software. It comprises
the test setup and also the microprogram coding for each instruction to be
executed when performing tests on embedded memories. The proposed
automation software was tested by using March SR as the input algorithm
and the results obtained from the simulations show that the output test
patterns generated by the implemented memory BIST match the expected
patterns and passed all the tests, which validated the correct functionality of
the UDA description file generation. The proposed automation software also
fast generation the UDA description file, which was completed in less than
500 ms.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The process to test the embedded memories on a chip is becoming more challenging nowadays,
since they are becoming more compact and more defects which may randomly happen since the introduction
of the very deep submicron (VDSM) technologies [1]–[6]. Furthermore, it becomes more important than ever
since the chips are now memory-dominant, where some studies show that up to 90% of the chip area is
occupied by the memories [7]–[10]. Memory built-in self-test (BIST) is a technique that is very widely used
for embedded memory testing. It offers several advantages such as the ability to perform self-test and selfcheck of the output responses without the use of an expensive external tester, and the ability to perform tests
on multiple memories in parallel, which allow the reduction in overall test cost and test duration, respectively
[8], [11]–[15]. Its efficiency in terms of the fault coverage and also the test duration depends on the test
algorithm being used for its implementation [16].
A memory BIST can be implemented by using an electronic design automation (EDA) tool like
Mentor Graphics Tessent software. It can be implemented by using either a standard test algorithm available
in the EDA library or by using a user-defined algorithm (UDA) [17]. A UDA is an algorithm which is
customized for a specific target, either to have a low test length or to have an optimized detection on a
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specific set of faults. To use a UDA when implementing a memory BIST circuit, a description file is
necessary to define a custom algorithm and to describe its behavior such as the test setup and the
microprogram coding of each instruction to be executed during memory testing. In addition, a UDA can be
either hard-coded or soft-coded in the memory BIST implementation. While the former offers
design simplicity, the latter offers more flexibility where test algorithms can be changed during program
execution [18].
This paper presents the development of automation software which generates a description file of an
input UDA to be hard-coded for memory BIST implementation in Tessent memory BIST software, to reduce
human effort in obtaining a correct description file of a UDA in a very brief delay. This was achieved by
automatically extracting test operation sequences of the UDA and mapping the test sequences of each test
element of the UDA to the corresponding operation name and the values of the related parameters to be
written into the UDA description file.
Section 2 describes the test algorithm’s test operation sequences. Then, Section 3 describes the
contents of the UDA description file which is utilizable in the Tessent memory BIST software. Section 4
discusses the process flow of the proposed automation software. Finally, Section 5 observed and analyzed the
outputs of the simulation performed on the implemented memory BIST circuit using the generated UDA
description file. This paper is focusing only on the March-series test algorithm, with a test complexity lesser
than 22N, where N is the size of the memory. March SR algorithm, with 14N test complexity, is used for
elaboration and demonstration purposes since it consists of different test elements with different test
sequences, test lengths, and test address directions, which is useful for testing the proposed automation
software.

2. MARCH ALGORITHM AS UDA FOR MEMORY BIST IMPLEMENTATION
2.1. March algorithm description
Table 1 describes the symbol used in the test algorithm test operation sequence notation [3], [19]–
[23]. In general, a March algorithm consists of m test elements, each of them separated by a semicolon.
A test element consists of a set of test operations to be carried out on each cell, starting from the minimum
address until the maximum address (in the case of ascending address order) or vice-versa (in the case of
descending address direction), before proceeding to the next test element. The test operation can be either a
read (r) or a write (w) operation, using only two possible test values (logic 0 or logic 1) called the data
backgrounds [24], [25].
Table 1. The description of the symbols used in the memory testing algorithm notation
Symbol
↑ or ⇑
↓ or ⇓
↕ or ⇕
R0 or r0
R1 or r1
W0 or w0
W1 or w1
;

Description
address sequence changes in ascending order
address sequence changes in descending order
address sequence can change either way
read operation (reading a 0 from a cell)
read operation (reading a 1 from a cell)
write operation (writing a 0 to a cell)
write operation (writing a 1 to a cell)
test element separator

A March algorithm consists of multiple test elements, each of which is separated by a semicolon.
Each test element will be executed sequentially, starting from the first test element until the final test
element. In the example of March SR algorithm with the test operation sequences ⇑(w0); ⇑(r0, w1, r1, w0);
⇑(r0, r0); ⇑(w1); ⇓(r1, w0, r0, w1); ⇓(r1, r1) [26]. It consists of 6 test elements, notated as M(i) where i = {0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. As can be seen, M(0) to M(3) have the ascending address order, where the test operations will
be executed starting from the memory cell with the minimum address. While M(4) and M(5) have the
descending address order, where the test operations will be executed starting from the memory cell with the
maximum address. Since it has in total of 14 test operations, the test complexity of the March SR algorithm is
14N.
In the March SR algorithm, all cells will be initialized to 0 first in ascending address order during
M(0). Then, in M(1), each cell will be read (expecting 0), written to 1, read (expecting 1), and rewritten to 0
starting from the cell with the minimum address. Next, each cell, starting from the cell with the minimum
address, will be read twice (both expecting 0) in M(2). In M(3), all cells will be written to 1 in the ascending
address order. After that, each cell, starting from the cell with the maximum address, will be read (expecting
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1), written to 0, read (expecting 0), and rewritten to 1 in M(4). Finally, in M(5), each cell, starting from the
cell with the minimum address, will be read twice (both expecting 1).
2.2. UDA Tessent Core Description (TCD) file
The TCD file is the configuration data syntax that is used to describe the modules in the Mentor
Graphics Tessent software such as the memories, boundary scan segments, and fusebox. For memory BIST
implementation purposes, a TCD file is necessary to specify the behavior of the memory e.g. the module
name, the number of words, and the memory type (ROM, SRAM, or DRAM). Furthermore, in the case of the
memory BIST implementation with UDA, an additional TCD file is needed to describe the memory test
algorithm which will be hard-coded into the BIST controller. The TCD files for memory BIST are
recognized with the .tcd_mem_lib extension [17].
For UDA description, the TCD file contains the test setup and the microprogram coding of each
instruction to be executed during memory testing. The test setup consists of information such as the name of
the UDA, the minimum and the maximum row and column addresses, and the selection of the test operation
set. While the microprogram coding describes the test operation sequences of each test element separately, in
terms of the address order (increment or decrement), the write data value, the expected read data value, and
the operation name which are predefined in the operation set library specified in the test setup. The
microprogram coding for each test element is written in the template:
Instruction (M<i>_<test operation sequences>){
OperationSelect: <Operation name>;
X1AddressCmd: <Address Order>;
Y1AddressCmd: <Address Order>;
ExpectDataCmd: <Expect data>;
WriteDataCmd: <Write data>;
NextConditions {
//insert conditions
}
}

For example, the coding for M(2) of March SR algorithm (⇑(r0, r0)) is written as:
Instruction (M2_r0r0){
OperationSelect: ReadRead
X1AddressCmd: Increment;
Y1AddressCmd: Increment;
ExpectDataCmd: DataReg;
NextConditions {
X1_EndCount : on;
Y1_EndCount : on;
}
}

In the case where a test element consists of more than 3 test operations, a special
BranchToInstruction command will be added to the coding, so that it can be coded in two linked
instructions. For example, M(1) of March SR algorithm (⇑(r0, w1, r1, w0)) is written as two linked
instructions M1_r0w1 and M1_r1w0, as:
Instruction (M1_r0w1){
OperationSelect: ReadModifyWrite;
ExpectDataCmd: DataReg;
WriteDataCmd: InverseDataReg;
NextConditions {
}
}
Instruction (M1_r1w0){
OperationSelect: ReadModifyWrite;
X1AddressCmd : Increment;
Y1AddressCmd : Increment;
ExpectDataCmd: InverseDataReg;
WriteDataCmd: DataReg;
BranchToInstruction : M1_r0w1;
NextConditions {
X1_EndCount : on;
Y1_EndCount : on;
}
}
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In addition, a specific instruction InhibitLastAddressCount needs to be added and set its
value to on in the case where a transition between two test elements involves a change in the address
direction, like in the case of the transition between M(3) (increase address order) and M(4) (decrease address
order). This is necessary to prevent the address counter from wrapping around to the minimum address when
the maximum address is reached at the end of M(3). Therefore, at the start of M(4), it will start to count down
from the maximum address. Thus, the microprogram coding of M(3) is written as:
Instruction (M3_w1){
OperationSelect : WriteWriteFastRow;
X1AddressCmd : Increment;
Y1AddressCmd : Increment;
WriteDataCmd : InverseDataReg;
InhibitLastAddressCount : on;
NextConditions {
X1_EndCount : on;
Y1_EndCount : on;
}
}

The description file is unique for each UDA since different algorithms are composed of different
test operation sequences. It is then read by the memory BIST insertion tools, which will extract its test
operation sequences based on the operations, the address directions, the values to be written into the memory
cells, and the expected values to be read from the memory. During the memory BIST implementation
process, this microprogram coding is converted into a memory BIST controller hardware, which is coded in
Verilog HDL.

3.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 shows the overall process flow of the proposed automation software, which is developed
using the C++ programming language. Upon executing the software, the UDA is read from an input file and
essential information is extracted from it, e.g. the test operation sequences and the number of test elements m.
The input file reading process is done by using the functions available in the file streaming fstream library in
C++. From here, m data structures are created, each of which is dedicated to store the information of each test
element: the address order ao, the test operations rw which stores r or w for read or write operation,
respectively, and the data background db associated to each test operation. In the case of the March SR
algorithm, 6 data structures are created to store the ao, the rw, and the db of each of its test elements, as
described in Table 2.

Table 2. The breakdowns of March SR algorithm test sequences into separated test elements
Test element
M(0)
M(1)
M(2)
M(3)
M(4)
M(5)

Address order ao
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇓
⇓

Test operations rw
w
r, w, r, w
r, r
w
r, w, r, w
r, r

Data backgrounds db
0
0, 1, 1, 0
0, 0
1
1, 0, 0, 1
1, 1

Next, it opens or creates a new UDA TCD file as the output, which is saved with the .tcd_mem_lib
extension recognized by the Tessent memory BIST tools. Immediately after that, the name of the UDA and
the test setup such as the starting address and the maximum memory address will be defined in the output
file. Then, the automation software determines the operation name and the values of write data, and the
expected read data of the test element to be written in the TCD file, by using the mapping provided in Table
3. The write data and the expected read data only have two possible values: DataReg (logic 0) and
InverseDataReg (logic 1). While the test operations are mapped to the operation names that are available
under the TessentSyncRamOps operation set library [17].
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Figure 1. The process flowchart of the UDA description file generation

Table 3. The mapping of the extracted UDA to the parameters in the TCD file
Extracted data from input UDA
Test operations rw
Data backgrounds db
0
w
1
0
r
1
00
01
rw
10
11
00
rr
11
00
wr
11
000
111
rwr
011
100

Data to be written into TCD file
Write data
DataReg
WriteWriteFastRow
InverseDataReg
ReadReadFastRow
DataReg
InverseDataReg
ReadModifyWrite
DataReg
InverseDataReg
ReadRead
DataReg
WriteRead
InverseDataReg
DataReg
ReadWriteRead
InverseDataReg
InverseDataReg
ReadWriteReadInvert
DataReg
Operation name

Expected data
DataReg
InverseDataReg
DataReg
DataReg
InverseDataReg
InverseDataReg
DataReg
InverseDataReg
DataReg
InverseDataReg
DataReg
InverseDataReg
DataReg
InverseDataReg

After determining these parameters, the microprogram coding of the test element is written to the
output TCD file, by following the template previously discussed in Section 3. These processes are repeated
for all test elements of the UDA. The process flow of determining the operation name, the value of the write
data, and the expected read data for each test element is detailed in Figure 2. The provided flowchart also
shows that if the address order of the current test element ao(i) is different from the one of the next test
element ao(i+1), the value of InhibitLastAddressCount is set to on.
Once all the test elements have been coded and written to the TCD file, the output file is closed and
the software execution ends. The generated TCD file is then copied into the Tessent memory BIST working
directory. It will be read by the tools to be used as the algorithm for memory BIST implementation.
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Figure 2. The process flowchart of determining the operation name and the values of write data and expected
data of each test element
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4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To validate the functionality of the proposed automation software, firstly the test operation
sequences of the March SR algorithm were stored in an input text file named march_SR.txt, to be used as the
input UDA. The proposed automation software was executed by reading the input file, extracting the
information, and producing the microprogram coding of the UDA in the output description file
march_SR.tcd_mem_lib, as shown in Figure 3. It shows that both M(1) and M(4), which consist of 4 test
operations each, require the branching command BranchToInstruction to link up two instructions
together. In addition, the InhibitLastAddressCount command is also added and set to on inside the
instruction M3_w1. By using the gettimeofday()function in the C++ programming language, the
automation execution completion time to generate the UDA TCD file was measured in multiple attempts,
which took less than 500 ms on a PC with a 2.40 GHz microprocessor and 8GB of RAM. However, no
comparison of the completion time is to be made since no previous similar works were published.

Figure 3. The generated description file march_SR.tcd_mem_lib
Automatic generation of user-defined test algorithm description file for … (Aiman Zakwan Jidin)
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The generated TCD file was then read by the Tessent memory BIST tools, and the March SR
algorithm was applied as the UDA for the memory BIST implementation. For this purpose, a simple
arithmetic logic unit (ALU) which contains a 70-word SRAM as the memory instance is used. Figure 4
shows the schematic view of the generated memory BIST circuit. 5 additional modules are added and
connected to the memory instances:
−
tessent_mbist_controller, which generates the test addresses and the test inputs according to the UDA
test sequences which are hard-coded inside this module
−
tessent_memory_interface, which acts as the interface between the memory BIST controller and the
memory instance
−
tessent_mbist_bap, which is the BIST access port to configure the memory BIST controller and to
monitor test pass/fail status
−
two tessent_sib instances, the segment insertion bit blocks which act as the switches to include or to
exclude the memory BIST from the IJTAG network on the chip

Figure 4. The generated memory BIST circuit

Once implemented, the memory BIST circuit is simulated in the QuestaSim simulator, by using the
test patterns which are generated during its implementation process. Figure 5 shows the overall waveform of
the simulation performed on the implemented memory BIST. It can be observed that the ERROR flag stays
low throughout the simulation, which indicates that there is no mismatch occurring between the observed
read outputs (dout) and the expected outputs. While the CMP_EN signal is toggling and is high whenever a
comparison between the output read value and the expected value is necessary.
Besides, the simulation also shows that the overall test took 19.6 us to be completed, where the
clock period used for this simulation is 20 ns. From here, the test complexity of the UDA can be derived
using (1).
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑇𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ∗𝑁

(1)

In this case, N = 70 which is the size of the memory model used for the test. Hence, the test
complexity of the UDA used for this implementation is equal to 14, which is equal to the expected
complexity of the March SR algorithm (14N) [26].

Figure 5. The overall waveform of the simulation performed on the implemented memory BIST
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Figure 6 to Figure 11 shows the waveform of the simulation, representing the test patterns of each
test element. The waveform in Figure 6 corresponds to the test operation of M(0): ⇑(w0), where all memory
cells are written to 0, starting from address 0 to address 69 (or 45h in hexadecimal). No comparison is needed
at this stage since it is a write-only operation (indicated by CMP_EN = 0). In Figure 7, the waveform
demonstrates that each cell is read first (expecting 0 at the output), written to logic 1, reread (expecting 1 at
the output), and finally written back to logic 0. These processes are executed in ascending address order. This
translates the test operation sequences of M(1): (⇑(r0, w1, r1, w0). The patterns shown in Figure 8
correspond to the M(2): ⇑(r0, r0), where each cell is read twice in the ascending address order and both read
operations are expecting logic 0 at the output.

Figure 6. The simulation waveform represents the patterns of M(0)

Figure 7. The simulation waveform represents the patterns of M(1)

Figure 8. The simulation waveform represents the patterns of M(2)
While Figure 9 shows the patterns executed by M(3): ⇑(w1), where it has almost the same pattern as
test element 0, but logic 1 is written to the cells instead of logic 0. Next, the waveform in Figure 10
corresponds to the patterns of M(4): ⇓(r1, w0, r0, w1), where each cell is read (expecting 1 at the output),
written to logic 0, reread (expecting 0 at the output), and finally written back to logic 1, in the descending
address direction. Finally, the patterns of M(5): ⇓(r1, r1) are translated by the waveform in Figure 11, where
each cell is read twice (expecting logic 1 at the output) in the descending address order.

Figure 9. The simulation waveform represents the patterns of M(3)

Figure 10. The simulation waveform represents the patterns of M(4)
Automatic generation of user-defined test algorithm description file for … (Aiman Zakwan Jidin)
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Figure 11. The simulation waveform represents the patterns of M(5)

Thus, the observed simulation waveforms met the expectations, where the observed test patterns
correspond to the test sequences of the March SR algorithm and no mismatch occurred between the output
values read from the memory and the expected output value, and they proved that the memory BIST circuit
has been successfully implemented by using the UDA description file generated by the proposed automation
software.
For future planning, the mapping provided in Table 3 will be improved by adding more possible
combinations of test operations such as wwr or rww which may exist in test algorithms with higher test
complexity than 22N, to ensure that it can work on as many algorithms as possible. Besides, the UDA
description generation algorithm will be improved to allow the optimization of the UDA microprogram
coding e.g. to reduce the line number or instructions by using the repetition technique. Furthermore, it will
also be tested using various March algorithms with different test sequences and complexities to guarantee its
accuracy and reliability.

5.

CONCLUSION
This research paper has presented the development of automation software to automatically generate
a UDA description file to be used for the memory BIST implementation in Tessent memory BIST software.
The proposed automation software was developed by using the C++ programming language and consists of
the reading and extracting information from the input UDA, segregation of test operation sequences into
separated test elements, determination of operation names, write data values, and expected read values to be
written into the output TCD file. The generated file is then read by Tessent memory BIST tools during the
implementation process, and the simulation was performed on the implemented memory BIST circuit, which
produced correct test patterns as per expectation and correspond to the intended test operation sequences. The
proposed automation software allows the generation of the required UDA description file automatically with
a completion time lesser than 500 ms, thus, reducing human effort and time in obtaining a working
description file.
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